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The zoning drawings were stamped approved for the Watershed requirements on the civil
drawings.
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CHCA Development Review Application 

Response to Item 17 

Continued on page 2  page 1 

 

8330 Millman Street is located it the Chestnut Hill Historic District.  The property is known as Robert 

Venturi’s “Mother’s House” or the “Vanna Venturi House” and recognized by historians and architectural 

experts as one of the most important architectural designs of the twentieth century.  It is situated on the 

block of Millman Street between West Gravers Land and Pastorius Park.  A t-shaped property, the narrow 

drive portion extends deep into the lot with a front view of Mothers House. The rear property line is a 

more private lane section of Navajo St, and hidden by extensive vegetation.  Chestnut Hill is described by 

Chestnut Hill Visitor's Center Philadelphia’s Urban Village and the Chestnut Hill Community Association as 

Philadelphia's "Garden District. This location is a peaceful quiet setting, walkable along the "Avenue" for 

shopping or dinner, to the Septa commuter station and to hike in the Wissahickon.  

The accessory dwelling unit was conceived to blend with the local district and community in culture, 

character and quality, through design and empirical data.  

The below chart represents data to support the following qualities of the proposal relative to the historic 

and environmental contexts: Note that information is from CH Hill Historic District Inventory or research 

to the most accurate data possible.  

• Open space and density- The existing home and ADU combined are extremely small in both GSF 

and density per acre relative to near properties.   

• Harmonious with surroundings-  

o Size- The 800 SF ADU and existing home will be similar in size to the three historic homes 

toward West Gravers, extending the sense of homes surrounded by abundant 

landscaping on the street.   

o Quality- The wood siding is of highest quality thermally modified select grade pine 

warrantied for 15 years but noted to last about 50 years.  For modern materials, this 

quality matches or exceeds the maintenance required of other exterior materials on 

nearby properties.  

o The color is a silvery grey to blend with the medium tones around, and particularly 

attractive paired with the green stucco on Mother’s House.  The color also references the 

extensive schist stone common to Chestnut Hill.  Schist is used around the exterior 

terrace as a low wall. 

Location Address CH Historic 

Inventory Age 

Exterior House SF/ Lot 

Acreage 

GSF percentage 

of lot 

Subject 

Property 
8330 Millman 1963 Existing Grey/green stucco 

New ADU to be silver grey 

wood siding 

1875 SF/ .85 ac 

2675 proposed 

5% existing 

7% proposed 

West 

adjoining on 

Millman 

8336 Millman Ca. 1867 Grey vinyl clad Gothic 

Revival 

3700 SF/ .32 ac 26.5% 

West 

adjoining on 

Navajo 

240 W 

Gravers 

CA. 1868-76 Stucco Gothic Revival 3380 SF/ .44 ac 17.6% 

East adjoining 

on Millman 

8300 Millman 1956 Brick ranch X SF/ approx. .5 ac  

Millman block 8340 Millman Ca. 1867 Stucco side gable 2500 SF/ .18 ac 30.5% 

Millman and 

W Gravers 

8342 Millman Ca. 1868 Stucco Gothic Revival 2625 SF/ .18 ac 32% 

 



Design Qualities 

• Locating the ADU in an obscured corner of the property maintains the iconic views of Mothers 

House familiar to the neighbors and architectural community.  

• The impact of a new dwelling will be minimal.  There is not a fireplace to call attention.  Though 

the structure should not be visible to Millman St., any windows indicating interior lighting and 

presence will be minimal.  Additionally, there will not be exterior feature lighting to call 

attention. 

• The volume of the ADU is kept a low as possible to keep in scale, and the roofline has a similar 

angle, canted at the end to deflect to the primary house.  

• The subtle restraint of design defers to the iconic Venturi design, its appearance unobtrusive.  

• The ADU blends in with the existing garden, with a glass-walled niche that simultaneously breaks 

up the mass and will provide an additional planted area with a Japanese maple and low-lying 

shrubbery. 

• Mechanical sound will not be increased, as the new unit is small and located further in the 

property by the existing one.  

• The design enhances the existing garden and provides more opportunity for the surrounds to be 

viewed within the landscape. 
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